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Abstract: In inorganic chemistry, the chemical reactions are mostly represented by Inorganic chemical formulas of the chemical
compounds. While digitizing the handwritten or printed contents related to inorganic chemistry, firstly it has to recognize handwritten
inorganic chemical formulas (HICF). The HICF has represented by using alphabets and numbers, this alphabet or number is termed
as Inorganic Symbols (IS). Therefore, to recognize HICF; the inorganic symbols have to be reorganized. Here in this paper, we had
developed a model to recognize HICF. The developed model has based on the classification of inorganic symbols (IS). This proposed
model does the classification based on geometric shapes, which are part of the IS. The classification of IS has done in three classes
based on the geometric shapes used to formulate the IS. After classification, this model identifies the individual IS with the help of
feature descriptor and Support Vector Machine (SVM). In this paper, each class has it’s trained SVM to identify individual IS from the
respective class. Once each individual IS has identified then it has put together to represent in the inorganic chemical formula. The
result shows that the recognition percentage of each SVM is nearly equal to 97%. The system accepts scanned images of HICF as an
input and delivers recognized HICF in text format as an output.

Keywords: Support Vector Machine (SVM); SURF descriptor; classification; feature extraction; contours based segmentation;
handwritten chemical formulas

1. Introduction
The chemical reactions are made up of organic symbols,

inorganic chemical formulas and operators. The organic
symbols mainly content the geometrical shapes to repre-
sent bonds, rings and benzene structures, where inorganic
compounds are mostly represented by alphanumerical char-
acters. Hence the recognition of such handwritten inor-
ganic compound formula is similar to handwritten charac-
ter recognition. While recognizing Handwritten Inorganic
Chemical Formulas (HICF) firstly, the individual Inorganic
Symbols (IS) has to be recognized. Here in this paper, we
developed a system which is capable of recognizing the
HICF. This proposed system has first recognized the all IS
as a part of HICF. Then complete HICF has represented
in text format as an output of the system. This proposed
system can be utilized in the education domain. This model
can help to develop the automatized system for correction
of the answer books of subject related to chemistry domain.
This is one of the inspirations behind this research work.

As stated earlier that the recognition of HICF has similar
to the handwritten character and numerical recognition.

Though it has similarities, the recognition of HICF has
constraint from the chemistry domain because to form an
inorganic chemical formula it has not used all alphabets and
number. Hence, to recognize HICF only the alphanumeric
characters those were used as part of the inorganic chemical
formula has used. Recognition of free hand-drawn character
has more complexities because there has no single approach
which has solved this problem in an efficient way [1].
Similarly, the recognition HICF has difficulties due to the
irregularities in free handwriting. The different user has
different ways to draw the same IS which was the part of
HICF. This differentiation in handwriting cause errors while
identifying the similar IS written differently.

Another most frequent problem in recognition of hand-
written character was irregularities in representing the geo-
metric definition of a character [2]. The handwritten IS also
has geometric definitions while they have drawn on paper by
the user. These hands have drawn IS has represented with
some geometric shapes like lines, arcs and circles. When
these shapes were drawn by different people to represent
HICF, it has deformation in representation because of noise
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and variation in thickness of strokes. The awkward hand-
writing has put more obstacles in recognition of HICF. The
awkwardness of handwriting results into misrecognition of
some IS, which has similarities in representation. For exam-
ple, characters like ‘C’ and ‘O’ or ‘N’ and ‘H’, which were
frequently used in IS has similarities in their representation
on paper. A person with clumsy handwriting can swap
the representation of these above discuss characters, which
results in misinterpretation of HICF. This problem has been
addressed in our proposed, by classification and training
the different class SVM. The SVM has used to identify the
single character which represents the IS in HICF. The SVM
has a good recognition rate in case of handwritten character
recognition [3], [4].

We consider that each IS has contains some geometric
shapes like lines, arcs and circles. Hence, while recognizing
this handwritten IS we consider the presence of such basic
shape inside the IS and used this information to categorize
IS in different categories.

Our developed system has four main steps, namely
preprocessing and segmentation, Feature extraction, Clas-
sification and Identification. The input for our system was
scanned images of handwritten inorganic chemical formulas
(ICF). In the first step, our system pre-processes the input
image and extracts each IS from it. In the feature extraction
step, the feature vector has built up by extracting the
features from each IS. The classification of each IS has done
in three different classes using the values of the features.
Each IS identification has done using Speeded-Up Robust
Feature (SURF) descriptor and Support Vector Machine
(SVM). Lastly, the inorganic formula was represented by
using recognized IS in text format. The rest of this paper
has organized as follows: In section 2 related works and
problem identification has discussed. In section 3 we have
elaborated developed a system along with its components
and working. The experimental work and results have
explained in section 4. Section 5 brief conclusions of the
work have provided. Section 6 talks about the limitations
of the system with future expansions.

2. Problem identification and related work
A novel approach to, understanding and analysing a

chemical formula has been proposed by Wang et al. [5] in
2009 based on structural characteristics, semantic rules, and
more importantly grammatical rules. A formal description
of the chemical formula based-on the grammatical rules is
summed up and applied to the analysing process which
generates grammar spanning graphs from the analysed
result step-by-step, and that is used for the further struc-
ture representation and data retrieval. This proposed model
was used to recognize the inorganic formula from online
handwritten samples, where a digital ink is used to draw
the formula. The model uses the concept of trees to store
individual IS which was more complex in terms of memory
and time. Sun et al. [6] have proposed an algorithm for
ranking chemical formulae and tagging chemical names in

digital documents. This algorithm uses Conditional Random
Fields (CRFs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs). The
proposed algorithm accepts and chemical formula from the
user in digital format and searches that formula in printed
digital documents. The model based on a weighted directed
graph has been proposed by Chang et al. [7] to recognize
online handwritten inorganic chemical expressions. This
model presented a set of novel statistical algorithms in two
key components of this framework: symbol grouping and
structure analysis. A novel two-level algorithm model to
recognize online handwritten inorganic chemical expres-
sion was proposed by Yang et al. [8]. In the first level,
structural information is used to distinguish different parts
and recognize chemical compounds. Then the algorithm
segments expressions and recognizes isolated symbols. For
recognition of the handwritten chemical operators used in
chemical expressions, Yang et al. [9] proposed a novel
three-layer recognition model. They summarized and cat-
egorized chemical operators into different types. The three
layers of the model consist of preprocessing, segmentation
and substance recognizing.

The above discussion summarizes that there were lots
of work has done for recognizing inorganic formulas for
online handwritten. In this online method, the formulas
had drawn using a digital pen or ink and with the help of
some software. In this paper, we have proposed a system to
recognize inorganic formula wrote in offline mode. It means
the user has to write an inorganic formula on paper using a
pen or pencil and scanned image has used for recognition.

3. Proposed system
The developed proposed system can recognize a HICF.

This system accepts the input as an image of HICF. The
proposed system has four phases labelled as segmentation,
feature extraction, classification and identification. It deliv-
ers a recognized HICF in text format as an output. The
flow of these stages along with input and output as shown
in Figure 1

A. Input
The proposed system has accepted a scanned image of

HICF as an input. The Image database of HICF images
has built by collecting the samples of HICF from different
age group people. The different inorganic chemical formulas
are identified from the text books of 10 and 12 standards.
This Identified formulas are provided to different people
and collected handwritten inorganic chemical formulas from
them on paper. This HICF on paper has scanned as image
and the image database has built for experiment. The user
has to write an inorganic chemical formula on paper with
pen or pencil and scanned it using a standard scanner and
with standard DPI image resolution. This scanned image
should be in PNG file format. At the time of scanning, the
image has to store in PNG file format or after scanning it
has to convert in PNG format.
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Figure 1. The architecture of the proposed system

B. Pre-Processing and Segmentation
This system pre-processes the scanned image of HICF

which is the input for this system. The preprocessing has
done to remove the image noise and convert the colored
image to grayscale. The noise removal has done using
a Laplacian filter and the input image got sharper. This
sharpens image has used for the segmentation process. In
segmentation, we have segmented individual IS used in the
inorganic chemical formula.

In this segmentation process first, we had separated the
image object from its background using distance transform
[10]. The image objects are termed as continues group of
pixels in the foreground. Then contour-based method [11],
[12] has used for segmentation of image of HICF. In this
method, the different contours had detected from inputted
images of HICF. The contour of an image has termed
as continues group of pixels which represented in the
foreground of the image. Here for HICF, the contours were
representing the individual IS. Once we have detected the
contours, they were used for segmenting the individual
IS. The image segment, which has represented the IS has
separated from HICF by using a bounded rectangle of the
respective contour. The bounded rectangle of a contour is
the rectangle occupied by that contour within the image.
The area of a bounded rectangle of each contour has to
be calculated. Then by using this bounded rectangle area,
the occupied portion of the image has to be separated as
an image segment. This separated image segment represents
the individual IS from HICF. The contours were detected by
start reading the grayscale image from the top-left position
until the last pixel of the image.

The procedure for contour detection and segmentation
named as Procedure1is shown below:
Procedure: Procedure1.
Input:
Scanned image of HICF
Output:
Seg :- An array of image segment, which contains the
individual Inorganic symbols
Assumption:
Img : Matrix of size R, C to store image data.
R:- Number of rows in image
C:- Number of a column in image
Counts:- An array of image contours
brect :- individual bounded rectangle of single contour.
Img = Read scanned image of HICF
ImgGray = GrayScale(Img)
Img = Laplacian Filter(ImgGray)
Img = Distance transform(Img)

Counts = Contours(Img)
f oreach Cnt ∈ Counts do
set I = 0
brect = Bounded Rect(Cnt)
Seg( I ) = Img(bract)
I = I + 0
end for

The Procedure1 is not only capable to segment the IS
from HICF but also it can segment the inorganic formula
which has embedded in the text for expression. The above
algorithm yields the array of image segments of handwritten
IS. This array further used for extracting the features of
individual IS.

C. Feature extraction
In this step, teach image segment, which has generated

in the segmentation phase has been used as input. We had
extracted the features to construct the feature vector, which
has further used for classification and identification.

Here we had identified some geometrical features which
described the presence of basic shapes in each inorganic
symbol. We had found an Euler number of each segment
as a feature, which describes the presence of a hole in
the image segment. These geometric features and Euler
number features had further used to classify an image
segment in some class based on the geometrical shape of
IS. This geometrical shape-based classification as explained
in section 3.4. Also, we had used a SURF descriptor [13] as
a feature for the identification of individual IS. The features
we had used in our system are described in the following
sections.

1) Geometrical Features
The geometrical properties of the shape have been used

by Les, Z. and Les, M [14] to describe the different aspects
of the shape. The IS also consists of some shape in their
formation. Hence the classification of IS was done based
on the geometric feature, where we detected the presence
of an arc or circle and line in the IS. These inputs are used
to classify the image segment into different classes as an
IS contents line or IS contents an arc or circle. We have
detected lines and an arc or circles using a well-known
method called as Hough transform [15].
Hough Transform: The Hough Transform (HT) [15] was
introduced by P.V.C. Hough [16] to detect the line from
photographs. After some time, HT gets more generalized
to detect and recognize more shapes like parameterized
curves [15], arbitrary 2D shapes [17], the limb shape of
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hands [18], and 3D shapes [19]. Here in this paper, we
had used HT to detect the line and arc or circle presents
in image segments of IS. The HT for a line is denoted by
using the equation 1.

y = −
(cos θ

sin θ

) ( x + r
sin θ

)
(1)

Where θ is the angle of the line and r is the distance of a
line from the origin.
The HT for a circle with radius R and center point (a,
b) can be described by a parametric equation as shown in
equation 2 and equation 3.

x = a + R cos θ (2)

y = b + R sin θ (3)

2) Euler Number
This This feature described the relation between the

number of the continues part and number of holes presents
in an inorganic symbol. The Euler Number [20] was one
of the shape descriptors which has mostly used to describe
the shape of images. The Euler number has calculated using
the following equation 4.

EluN = S − N (4)

Where EluN is Euler number, S be the number of the
continues part and N is the number of holes.
This feature is used to classify the IS based on its value as
follows:
If EluN =1 then classify symbol with no hole.
If EluN = 0 or EluN ¡ 0 then classify symbol with one or
more hole.

3) SURF Descriptor
Speeded-Up Robust Feature (SURF) descriptor had the

best performance over another descriptor. SURF is used
as the detector and descriptor for object recognition in
computer vision area. This SURF detector and descriptor
algorithm proposed by Bay et al. [13] yields a fast and
robust descriptor. The SURF algorithm works in two steps.
The first step is based on Hessian Matrix [21] and uses basic
Laplacian-based detector to find an interesting point which
is also called key points. In the second step, it describes the
distribution of Haar-wavelet responses within the interest
point neighborhoods. The SURF algorithm extracts a feature
descriptor of 64 floating-point values.

We had consumed SURF descriptor to identify the
individual character along with an artificial neural network.
We have calculated SURF descriptor for each IS and special
character which is used to formulate an inorganic chemical
formula (ICF). This calculated feature vector is further used
as input to a Support Vector Machine (SVM) neural network
for identification of the individual character.

D. Classification
To identify an ICF we have to first identify an individual

IS. As per the periodic table of chemistry, a total of 46
alphabets were used to form any ICF. Hence, we have to
consider these all 46 alphabets along with some numbers
and special characters used in ICF as IS for recognition.
Here we had categorized these all IS into three categories.
This categorization has done by classifying, those inorganic
Symbols (IS) in three classes on the basics of the presence
of geometric feature and a hole in that IS. This process of
classification helped us to identify individual IS.

We had used the calculated values of HT and Euler
number of each image segment form feature extraction
phase as input for classification. We have labelled these
three classes as Class H, Class NHC and Class NHL. We
had used an Euler number (EluN) feature and results of the
Hough Transform to do this classification.

These classes are described as follows:

Class H: The IS has labelled with this class H if that
IS has holes and contents an arc or circle shape in their
representation. For example, inorganic symbols (IS) like A,
B, O, etc. belong to this class. To detect the presence of a
hole and arc or circle in IS we had observed the values of
HT for circle detection and Euler number. If the value of
the Euler number (EluN) is equal to zero or negative, then
it has either one or more hole in IS. Then we observed
values of HT for circle detection to find out the presence
of the circle, ellipse or an arc in IS. If this value indicates
presence, then we had labelled such image segments with
a class label as class H.

Class NHC: This class NHC has classified the inputted
IS as a member of this class when this IS containing no
hole and has the presence of the circle, ellipse or an arc.
The IS belong to this class are C, S, 3, G, etc. To identify
this class IS we have observed the values of Euler number
and HT for circle detection. If the value of EulN is equal
to one, then the IS does not contain a hole in it. Then the
value of HT for circle detection has to find out. If this value
indicates the presence of an arc, circle or ellipse, then we
had labelled those image segments with this class label as
class NHC.

Class NHL: This class NHL classifies the IS, which
contents no hole and has the presence of line in it. The
IS like M, N, W, Y, etc. belong to this class. The values
of the extracted feature, an Euler number (EluN) and HT
for line detection has observed for each image segment. If
the value of EluN is equal to one (1), then there were no
holes in that IS. Then the system had checked the values of
HT for line detection for the presence of the line in IS. If
this value indicates the presence, then such image segments
were labelled with this class label as class NHL.

The procedure to label an image segment to a particular
class label is named as Procedure2 and as shown below:
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Procedure: Procedure2
Input:
Seg:- An array of the image segments, which is an output
of Proceure1. Output:
LblSeg: An array of class labels for the respective image
segment.
Assumptions: EluN:- An Eulre number of the single image
segment.
NHTC:- Number of circle, ellipse or an arc found in the
single image segment by applying HT for circle detection.
NHTL:- Number of lines in the single image segment by
HT for line detection.
f oreach seg ∈ S eg do
setI = 0
EluN = Euler Number(S eg)
NHTC = HoughTrans f orm Circle(S eg)
NHT L = HoughTrans f orm Line(S eg)
i f ((EluN ≤ 0)andNHTC > 0) then
LblS eg[I] = ”H”
end if
i f ((EluN = 1)and(HTC > 0)) then
LblS eg[I] = ”NHC”
end if
i f ((EluN = 1)and(HT L > 0)) then
LblS eg[I] = ”NHL”
end if
I = I + 1
end for

This above Procedure2 has classified each image seg-
ment of ICF into its particular class and assign a class label
to it.

The Table I has shown the alphabet and numbers that
had identified as IS as per the periodic table of chemistry.
These identified IS are the part of ICF. This shows the each
IS with its respective class

Once the image segment has got a proper label of the
respective class, then it has to enter into the identification
phase to identify exact IS and then proper ICF has identi-
fied.

E. Identification
In this step of the experiment, the class labelled image

segments along with a label array from the classification
step have been used as input. For this each image segment
a SURF descriptor has calculated. This descriptor has
represented by a feature vector of 64 floating-point values.
This feature vector has used to recognize an individual IS by
training a Support Vector Machine (SVM). This all possible
IS are categorized into three different classes. Hence three
different SVM for each class has to develop. To develop
such SVM a feature vector has built by calculating SURF
descriptor for samples of each IS belonging to the respective
class. This calculated SURF descriptor feature vector has
been used as input for respective class SVM. The target
vector of integer value has built by assigning an integer
number to each individual IS from that respective class.

For example, for the SVM of Class H, we had assigned
value 1 to symbol A, value 2 to B and so on. This crated
target vector has used as a target for respective SVM
while training. We had trained and test all three SVM by
using samples of SURF descriptors of respective IS and its
respective target vector.

1) Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support Vector Machine was one of the best learning

machines for the problem in the machine learning domain.
SVM has introduced by Vapnik [22] and Cortes et al.
to minimize the empirical training errors [23]. SVM has
been used by many researchers to recognize handwritten
character [3], cursive handwriting [4] and handwritten digit
recognition [24]. Most researchers have also coated a good
recognition rate for SVM. The SVM has worked on kernel-
based learning [25]; it has three types of the kernel, namely
linear, polynomial and Radial Basic Function (RBF). The
formula (5) describes the linear kernel function, formula (6)
denotes a function for the polynomial kernel, and formula
(7) shows the kernel function for RBF.

f (x) = w · x + b (5)

Here, f(x) is linear kernel function, x is input feature vector,
w is weight vector and b is offset.

K(x, x′) = (x · x′ + 1)d (6)

Here, K (x, x‘) is polynomial function, x, x‘ is input vector,
and d is the degree of polynomial.

K(x, x′) = exp
(
−γ
∣∣∣|x − x′|

∣∣∣2) (7)

Here K (x, x‘) is RBF kernel function, x, x‘ is input vector,
and ג is a free parameter.

Here in this paper, we had developed a classifier based
on SVM to identify an individual IS from the respective
class, which has labelled to the image segment. We had
created separate multiclass SVM for each Class H, Class
NHC and Class NHL to identify the IS from that class.
These SVM has trained with input as SURF descriptor of
all IS belonging to the respective class and RBF kernel
parameter.

2) Procedure for Identification
The identification process accepts image segments and

their respective class label as input and then identifies an
individual IS. The output of this process was identified
handwritten ICF has shown in or drawn in text format.
The procedure for identification has named as Procedure3.
and shown as follows:
Procedure: - Procedure3
Input:
Seg: - An array of image segment, which is an output of
Procedure1.
LblSeg:- An array of class label for respective image
segments from Seg, which is output of Procedure2
Output:
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TABLE I. INORGANIC SYMBOLS WITH RESPECTIVE ITS CLASS.

Class Label Inorganic Symbols (IS) belong to the Class
Class H A, B, D, O, P, R, a, b, e, g, o, 8, 9, 6.

Class NHC C, G, S, U, c, h, n, r, s, t, u, 2, 3, 5.
Class NHL F, H, I, K, L, M, N, V, W, X, Y, Z, f, i, l, 1, 4, 7

An identified image of HICF with a inorganic chemical
formula shown as text on it.
Assumptions:
Sfd:- A vector of 64 floating point values represents the
SURF descriptor of single image segments.
HLbl:- An array of string indicating the class labels of
Inorganic Symbol belongs to class H
NHCLbl:- An array of string indicating the class labels of
Inorganic Symbol belongs to class NHC
NHLLbl:- An array of string indicating class labels of
Inorganic Symbol belongs to class NHL
ICF:- A string represents predicted inorganic formula.
f oreach lblseg ∈ LblS eg and seg ∈ S eg do
S f d = S URF Descriptor(seg)
i f (lblseg = ”H”) then
LoadS V M(\HClass”)
intresult = S V MPredict(S f d)
S tringpredictedIS = HLbl[result]
end if
i f (lblseg = ”NHC”) then
Load S V M(\NHCClass”)
intresult = S V MPredict(S f d)
S tringpredictedIS = NHCLbl[result]
end if
i f (LblS eg[I] = ”NHL”) then
Load S V M(\NHLClass”)
intresult = S V MPredict(S f d)
S tringpredictedIS = NHLLbl[result]
end if
ICF = ICF + predictedIS
end for
Show or draw ICF to show the identified Handwritten
Inorganic Chemical Formula.

At the end of this identification phase, the recognized
ICF has drawn as a result.

4. experiment and results
We had set up an experiment to identify a handwritten

inorganic chemical formula (ICF). Input for this experiment
was scanned images of handwritten ICF. We had collected
samples of handwritten ICF from people of different age
group. We had identified approx. 50 different isolated ICF
from the various textbook of inorganic chemistry used by
academicians. After this, we had collected approx. 50 to
60 samples of each ICF. It makes the total sample size
of all handwritten ICF up to 2700. Considering that each
ICF has averaged 3 IS present in it, we had approx. 5100
samples of most of used IS in inorganic chemistry. We had
scanned this all handwritten ICF and converted them into

(a) Input image of handwritten ICF

(b) Output image with detected contours

Figure 2. Input and Output Image

PNG format. This PNG formatted images are used as input
for our experiment.

Then in the second step, these sample images are
preprocessed and get segmented as per the Procedure1.
discussed in section 3-B This segmentation has done based
on contour detection technique. The experimental result of
segmentation has shown in Figure 2 The Figure 2a Shows
the inputted image of handwritten ICF for segmentation.
Figure 2b shows the detected contours are drawn, which
are used for segmentation.

In the next phase of feature extraction for each image
segment, which had segmented in the previous phase, an
Euler Number (EluN) and HT for circle and line Detection
(HTC and HTL) have calculated and used as features. The
Figure 3b, 3d and 3f shows the sampled images of IS
which have detected arc or circle in its representation using
HT for circle detection. The Figure 4b, 4d and 4f shows
the sampled images of IS which have detected line in its
representation using HT for line detection.

These extracted features were used to classify and
labelled these image segments with the appropriate class
label in the classification phase. The classification has done
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(a) Inputed image of character O
(b) Detected Circle from inputted
image

(c) Input image of character S
(d) Detected Arc from inputted im-
age

(e) Input image for character R
(f) Detected ellipse from inputted
image

Figure 3. Figures showing Hough Transform Circle

(a) Inputed image of character A
(b) Detected Line from inputted
image

(c) Input image of character H
(d) Detected Line from inputted
image

(e) Input image for character K
(f) Detected Line from inputted im-
age

Figure 4. Figures showing Hough Transform Line

Figure 5. SURF Key points drawn for Inorganic Symbol: S, M, H
and N

according to the Procedure2. as discussed above. Once the
classification for all image segments had finished the system
enters into the identification phase.

During the identification procedure first, a SURF de-
scriptor has to be calculated for each IS for each class. This
SURF descriptor method first detects the key points from
the image segment and then computes descriptor for those
key points. The detected key points are shown in Figure 5
for some sample images of IS.

Then this calculated SURF descriptor has used to find
out individual IS. The SVM has trained for each class using
handwritten image samples of IS belonging to that class.
The feature vector of size 64 values has constructed for
training SVM by calculating values of SURF descriptor for
these all IS for each class. Then this feature vector has
inputted to train the SVM of each class.
The SVM parameters that had set for training are as follows:
Input: Vector of 64 floating-point value
Kernel: Radial Basic Function (RBF)
Target: Vector of size total number of IS belonging to
the respective class of integer values, which represent the
individual Inorganic Symbol.
The training for each class SVM has done using feature
vectors of samples of IS of that class. Following Table II
summarized the training result of the SVM of each class.

The above Table II shows the recognition rate for each
class SVM has 97 % accuracy approximately. The first
column shows the number of sample images, which contains
the handwritten inorganic symbols used for training and
testing. The second column shows the number of samples
corrected recognized for its respective class. The last col-
umn shows the recognition percentage for an individual
class. The rows of this table describe the individual class
samples.

The Table III has shown the sensitivity means predictive
percentage of true positive and specificity means predictive
percentage of true negative for SVM algorithm.
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TABLE II. TRAINING SUMMARY OF SVM

Class Sampled used Sampled recognized Recognition %
Training
Samples

Testing Sam-
ples

Training
Samples

Testing Sam-
ples

Training
Samples

Testing Sam-
ples

Class H 1050 200 1035 195 98.57 97.5
Class NHC 1300 250 1277 242 98.23 96.8
Class NHL 1950 350 1899 340 97.38 97.14

TABLE III. SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF SVM

Class Sensitivity of SVM
in %

Specificity of SVM
in %

Class H 96.45 96.87
Class NHC 95.85 96.2
Class NHL 96 95.5

(a) Input image of handwritten ICF

(b) Recognized ICF drawn on original image

Figure 6. Input and output images of experiment

Once these three SVM have trained and tested, they
had used in this experiment to identify the individual IS.
The identification has carried out as per the Procedure3.
discussed as above. This trained SVM returns an integer
value which represents the IS for that class. This obtained
integer value from the trained SVM had mapped to its
associated IS and formulate the ICF by placing these IS
one after another using the values of bounded rectangle.
The following Figure 6 to Figure 8 shows the result of the
experiment. Figure 6a to Figure 8a shows inputted hand-
written ICF and Figure 6b to Figure 8b shows recognized
ICF, which has either drawn on the original image with
different colors or ICF drawn on a black background with
blue color.

5. Conclusion
There were most of the researcher has proposed a

framework or model to recognize the online handwritten
inorganic chemical symbols. It is observed that no one

(a) Input image of handwritten ICF

(b) Recognized ICF drawn on original image

Figure 7. Input and output images of experiment

has done the recognition work for recognizing the offline
handwritten chemical symbols. There were lots of work has
done for recognition of offline handwritten character. This
work is near to the recognition of ICF In this paper, we
had discussed the developed system to recognize offline
handwritten ICF. The result that we had discussed shows
that this system can recognize each inorganic symbol from
the ICF and finally it constructs the same. The utilization
of geometric features for the classification of IS reduces
the total number of inputs and outputs for SVM avoid the
complexity of the system. The result of this system also
proves the accuracy of SVM to identify the IS.

6. Limitation and FutureWork
The developed approach has recognized any alphanu-

meric character as an inorganic symbol if it has a presence
in an inorganic formula. The system does not implement
any mechanism for finding out that the entered formula
is really a chemical formula or just a combination of an
alphanumeric symbol. Hence this system can be improved
in future to do the semantic verification of chemical formula
using domain knowledge. It also has scope to improve the
recognition rate of SVM.
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